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Game Of Puzzles: Nature - is a puzzle game in which you have to assemble a single image from individual pieces.
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another perfectly passable yet wholly unexceptional product guaranteed to make you feel your 99 cents or less was adequately
recompensed. This time 'round, rather than mazes, it's very simple jigsaw-type puzzles we're solving. Do you enjoy jigsaw
puzzles? Yeah, me neither, really. But it's alright to pass the time for a brief spell here and there, and with twenty increasingly
large and mildly challenging puzzles to solve, it neither insults your wallet nor tries your patience. A single sitting might be a bit
of a trial, though, unless you really do dig them jigsaws. I quite like Snkl. They make cheap, bare-bones products that function
precisely as you suspect they will. No great shakes by any stretch of the imagination, but certainly nothing to go thumbing down
in a fit of righteous rage. Even better value on sale. And you can get 100% Achievements simply by completing the game, which
shouldn't take you much more than an hour. "Casual" gaming don't come much more casual than this , kids. Verdict: 5.5/10. (PS
If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages:
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit/u200b
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games/?appid=398210u200b Cheers!). Snkl Studio
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